
9: The Hand of Argument 

Talk to the hand: a simple representation of how to structure an argument

Suitable for Key Stages 3 and 4

Summary
This technique gives students a structure for the writing of argument
which works for GCSE right down to Year 7. You give them the both
the key structures and a visual reminder which they can take with
them!

What’s the point? 
Students often struggle to formalise their ideas into a structure which
allows them to both communicate their opinion and access all the
criteria for non-fiction writing. This technique gives them a hook to
hang on; it can be developed in all sorts of ways by the more able, but
also allows the less confident to feel supported and in control.

In the classroom
Take students through the idea that they need key visuals to help them remember structures when 
they are writing. They will always have a hand to hand! The structure is very straightforward:

The thumb is the first paragraph – a ‘thumbs up’ approach where they state, clearly and positively,
what they think about the subject. This is a short paragraph, in the way your thumb is shorter than 
most of your fingers.

The index finger is your first supporting argument (think of that teacher/parent/adult you know 
who always waves a finger in the air when making a point – everyone knows one of these!). 

The second finger is your second supporting argument. These are ideas about which you feel 
strongly, this is why you think what you do – the standout finger standing up for your case.  

The ring finger deals with disagreements. We all know couples who don’t agree about everything 
but manage to put ideas across without upsetting their partner. This paragraph does that: you 
explain away the alternative views to your argument. Explain and dismiss them – kindly, of course.

The little finger indicates a shorter paragraph, just like the shorter finger. Here you return to your 
first point (you can circle your little finger to your thumb to show them how easy this is). You use 
the language, and phrasing, of your first paragraph, here again in your conclusion.

Variations

This lends itself to display work, with labels. Students can also get up and walk about the room, 
waving fingers at each other and speaking that paragraph out loud. When revising, students could 
be asked to imagine themselves in a forest whilst waving their hands in the air. 

Tips and techniques 

It can help to start, with lower classes or year groups, to do this verbally, rather than giving them 
lots of writing. In addition, practical examples as you go through it help students apply the visuals. 
More able groups can be encouraged to think of more than two supporting points. In addition they 
will be adding in other techniques, thinking about sentence structures and so forth. The Hand of 
Argument allows them freedom to know they have a good basic structure they don’t need to worry 
about, and to focus on the other skills successfully.
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